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Design of 5G MEC-Based Networks
With 1:N:K Protection Scheme
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Abstract—With the advent of 5G networks, telecommuni-
cations infrastructure providers (InP) have faced numerous
challenges as they attempt to meet the stringent quality of ser-
vice requirements. The placement of applications at the edge
of the mobile network in Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC)
and slicing techniques have provided powerful tools to enable
networks to support these requirements. This paper studies the
problem of locating MECs and slices in a 5G infrastructure pro-
tected by a 1 : N : K protection scheme. The aim is to support
high reliability and low latency requirements at a minimum cost.
A bi-objective non-linear formulation is proposed, and a solu-
tion is derived by employing the non-dominated sorting genetic
algorithm (NSGA)-II. Results show that the enhanced 1 : N : K
scheme is cost-effective. The proposal is evaluated on the basis of
various levels of reliability, latency requirements, and probability
of failure.

Index Terms—MEC location problem, protection schemes,
multi-access edge computing, 5G, NFV.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE FIFTH-GENERATION cellular network (5G) tech-
nology provides an unprecedented quality of service

(QoS) for end-users, including multi-Gbps data rates, high-
reliability levels of five nines, and sub-millisecond latency.
These requirements vary according to the specific 5G use
cases, such as enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB), Ultra-
Reliable Low Latency Communications (uRLLC), and massive
Machine Type Communications (mMTC) [1], [2]. By fur-
nishing such an enhanced technology, 5G enables services in
various vertical industries, such as healthcare and smart vehi-
cles. However, the provisioning of services in 5G brings sev-
eral challenges to telecommunications infrastructure providers
(InP) in relation to Operational expenditure (OPEX), main-
tainability, and efficiency, especially for ultra-dense networks.
Moreover, the demand for 5G services will require special
attention in planning the network infrastructure to support
stringent requirements of ultra-low latency simultaneously
with high reliability [3].
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Moreover, chains of Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) [1],
[4], [5], [6], also known as Service Function Chains (SFC),
can be instantiated in 5G multi-access edge computing (MEC)
nodes, which can furnish computing resources, storage capac-
ity, and connectivity, as well as radio and network information
at the edge of the network [7], [8], [9], thus greatly facilitating
the provisioning of low latency requirements [10], [11], [12].

These nodes can be deployed either at base stations (eNB)
or in cells with multi-technology aggregation sites (e.g., access
points, switches, routers, and micro data centers) in an ultra-
dense 5G network. The resources of MEC nodes can be
virtualized in slices, with a single MEC hosting several slices
allocated to different end-users (demand point). These slices
can be employed to execute VNFs or even SFCs. Moreover,
isolation techniques guarantee that the resources associated
with one slice are not used by another [13].

The deployment of these nodes should be carefully planned
so that the low-latency and high-reliability requirements can
be met simultaneously, since the replacement of a failed MEC
by another in a different location may lead to a violation of
latency requirements [14], [15]. To address this challenge, the
present paper investigates the problem of where to deploy
MECs and slices, while respecting Service Level Agreements
(SLA), but at minimum cost. Hereinafter, we will use the terms
MECs and MEC nodes interchangeably.

Ultra reliability can be supported by various protection
schemes based on redundancy, such as 1 : 1 and 1 : N. Each
scheme imposes different constraints on the location of the
MECs but also empowers the network with a specific capacity
for the support of reliability. In a previous paper [16], we have
investigated the benefits and limitations of these two schemes
for furnishing 5G services. As expected, the 1 : 1 scheme
can provide higher levels of reliability, but at a much greater
cost. On the other hand, the 1 : N scheme provides more
cost-effective deployment. Capitalizing on previous findings,
the present paper investigates another alternative: a 1 : N : K
protection scheme to enhance the capability of the 1 : N
scheme.

In the 1 : N scheme, a backup (i.e., secondary) slice is
shared among N demand points. Only one of the N demand
points can occupy the slice at a given time, and, in the case
of a MEC failure, service can be denied if the shared sec-
ondary MEC is already occupied by one of the other N − 1
demand points. In the 1 : N : K protection scheme, how-
ever, there are K − 2 other redundant slices that can serve
the demand point, if the designated shared secondary slice is
not available, thus increasing the level of protection. These
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K − 2 additional redundant slices are not reserved for a spe-
cific number of demand points, although only a single demand
point can occupy the slice at any given time. Moreover, neither
of two redundant slices of a demand point can be at the same
MEC node nor can the primary slice be at the same MEC with
another redundant slice of the same demand point.

This paper postulates and solves the MEC and slice loca-
tion problem, to determine the location of MECs and slices
for the provisioning of 5G services protected by a 1 : N : K
protection scheme. This location problem is a generaliza-
tion of the capacitated reliable facility location with a failure
probability problem (CRFLP) [17], [18]. The model assumes
that MEC nodes are facilities with limited capacities. In this
paper, the term slice refers to a subset of the computational
and communication resources of a MEC bundled in a virtual
machine (VM). Slices can be shared by various demand points,
depending on the protection scheme adopted, but only a single
demand point can use the slice at a given time to execute an
SFC (demand). Different network functions, such as Access
and Mobility Function (AMF), Session Management Function
(SMF), Policy Control Function (PCF), Application Function
(AF), Authentication Server Function (AUSF), User Plane
Function (UPF), and User Data Management (UDM)) com-
pose these SFCs. Application latency and reliability require-
ments must be met, even in the event of failures, therefore,
MEC nodes need to be positioned so that 5G QoS require-
ments will be satisfied. The contributions of this paper are the
following:

• A cost-effective protection scheme for 5G services;
• A comparison of the traditional 1 : N and 1 : N : K

protection schemes for furnishing ultra-reliable services
in 5G networks;

The present paper differs from previous papers by the same
authors in the analysis of the adequacy of the 1 : N : K scheme
for the provisioning of 5G services, as this has not previously
been evaluated. In [16], the 1 : 1 scheme was compared to
the 1 : N scheme, with the advantages of the 1 : N scheme
motivating the present assessment of the cost-effectiveness of
the 1 : N : K scheme. The results of the present paper show
the advantage of the greater reliability of the 1 : N : K scheme
at an affordable cost.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses related work. Section III introduces the statement of
the problem. Section IV formulates the MEC location problem
for the 1 : N : K protection scheme. Section V discusses the
numerical results for various network scenarios. Section VI
concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

This section reviews the state-of-the-art in relation to pro-
tection schemes for the MEC location problem and reliability
solutions for this problem.

MEC-enabled 5G network planning: Various articles [1],
[19], [20], [21], [22], [23] have investigated the placement
of VNFs in MECs for the realization of 5G use cases. The
work in [24] investigates, in an extensive and detailed way,
VNF placement strategies, emphasizing potential issues that

may disrupt this placement. The paper classifies the existing
placement solutions based on the type (online or offline) and
reliability-awareness, and discusses metrics and objectives.

In [19], the authors have tackled the problem of placing
control plane functions in a federated cloud architecture. The
control plane function SGW-C runs on a virtual machine
or container instantiated over a federated cloud. A formula-
tion based on Game Theory seeks a fair balance among cost
reduction, load on the SGW-C, and flow installation latency.

In [20], the authors have addressed the problem of plac-
ing virtual core network functions. Their approach combines
the optimization of the virtual network topology with virtual
network embedding optimization, considering requirements of
latency for control plane related service chains. The proposed
model is based on the embedding of core network service
chains without the need for a pre-defined virtual network
topology.

In [21], the authors have proposed a management archi-
tecture for 5G core networks based on Network Function
Virtualization (NFV) and Software Defined Networking
(SDN). The authors have formulated the workload allocation
problem as a cost minimization problem, considering the cost
of the bandwidth in backhaul networks, the energy consump-
tion of mobile clouds and edge, and the revenue associated
with delay in the backhaul. The results show that the proposed
framework and algorithm reduce the network operationing
cost.

In [22], the placement of VNFs on a federated cloud has
been proposed. Three solutions were proposed, emphasiz-
ing different aspects of a multi-objective problem. The first
solution aimed at serving User Equipment (UE) with high
mobility and avoids S-GW relocation; the second emphasized
serving UEs demanding high Quality of Experience, and the
third sought a fair trade-off between these two objectives.
Results derived via simulation demonstrated the efficacy of
these solutions in achieving the effective placement of VNFs.

In [23], a study of application-driven provisioning of SFC
over heterogeneous NFV platforms was undertaken to mini-
mize the total cost of SFCs deployment under the constraint
of supporting the QoS requirements of all the SFCs. A
solution based on layered auxiliary graphs and an integer lin-
ear programming (ILP) model was formulated, that provided
near-optimal solutions.

In [25], the authors have proposed a data-driven multi-
objective optimization framework for 5G network plan-
ning. The work in [26] investigated the resource allocation
problem for 5G delay sensitive use cases considering the
minimization of total power and bandwidth consumption.
In [9], a MEC-enabled 5G Internet of Things (IoT) architec-
ture was introduced to analyze the VNF lifecycle challenges
related to a latency-based embedding mechanism for the
determination of where the VNFs should be instantiated,
scaled, migrated, and finished on the basis of traffic pat-
terns. However, this work considered neither MEC failure nor
reliability requirements. In [27], an MEC-based cell selec-
tion was proposed for 5G networks which would enable
5G UE to select the cell where the throughput would be
maximized.
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MEC placement: MEC placement promises to push the
computation and communication resources from cloud to
network edge. However, due to heterogeneity and variability in
MEC nodes, a guarantee of high availability is a challenge for
the InP. The authors of [28] studied the problem of a redundant
placement policy for the deployment of microservice-based
applications at the distributed edge, modeling the distributed
redundant placement as a stochastic discrete optimization
problem and proposed a Genetic Algorithm-based server selec-
tion algorithms designed to optimize response time. However,
the proposed problem does not consider the 5G requirements
of services.

The authors of [29] addressed the problem of provisioning
the data plane for MEC-based cellular networks to improve
resiliency, reduce latency, and limit mobility-based service
disruptions. However, their work did not address protection
schemes, nor was the problem formulated as a multi-objective
optimization problem.

The authors in [30] investigated the placement of virtual
machine replicas to minimize the average response time of
applications running on edges with numerous MEC nodes and
considered different demands and heterogeneous MEC capac-
ity constraints. In [31], the authors have proposed a combi-
natorial optimization solution based on multiple k-redundancy
for VM placement considering potential server failures. The
proposal estimated the minimum number of VMs necessary to
protect services, even with k server failures. However, latency
was not considered in the solution.

Reliability solutions: In [32], the authors have considered
a workload assignment problem on the basis of latency and
reliability requirements to decide to which MEC a workload
should be assigned. The authors in [33] investigated the trade-
off between reliability and cost for resource provisioning in
fog-aided IoT networks. In [34], the authors investigated the
resource provisioning problem of edge nodes subject to poten-
tial failures. In [35], the authors studied reliability-aware joint
VNF chain placement and flow routing optimization in a cloud
data center network using an ILP formulation with reliability
constraints. The trade-off between reliability, bandwidth, and
consumption of computing resources of service chains was
also explored.

In [36], the authors investigated the problem of VNF replica
placement for cloud computing to improve QoS provisioning
and service reliability. In [37], the authors have presented a
scheme for resilient NFV systems with high-performance flow
migration schemes. In [38], the authors have proposed a het-
erogeneous backup deployment scheme to deal with reliability
issues.

The authors of [39] have proposed a non-convex mixed-
integer nonlinear model to maximize the number of tasks
offloaded to a UAV-mounted cloudlet, subject to application
latency and reliability requirements.

The authors in [40] have proposed an integer lin-
ear programming model to furnish primary and secondary
VNF instances for reliable service provisioning when users
request different network services with different reliability
requirements.

In [41], a heuristic based on Queueing Theory was proposed
to furnish a backup model to support shared protection for
minimizing the unavailability of VNFs upon request.

However, none of these papers [32], [33], [34], [35], [36],
[37], [38], [41] proposes a 1 : N protection scheme for the
MEC location problem, nor do they investigate the impact of
the level of redundancy on resource consumption, which is
evaluated in the present paper.

III. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Given a set of potential locations, the InP needs to decide to
which of them MECs and slices should be deployed to mini-
mize costs, while still satisfying the QoS requirements of 5G
services, since MECs have finite computational, storage, and
connectivity resources. A subset of computing and network
resources of a MEC must be allocated to each isolated slice,
with the number of slices hosted by a MEC depending on
the resource demanded by the hosted slices. The entire SFC
is hosted in a single slice [42] so that the flows between the
VNFs do not go through the network links when chaining
the VNFs of an SFC, reducing bandwidth consumption. On
the other hand, several copies of a VNF type must be placed
across the network.

To minimize costs, determined by the number of MECs,
slices should be shared by the maximum allowed number of
demand points subject to QoS constraints, and these slices
should be packed in the minimum number of MECs. This can
be achieved by minimizing both the number of slices and the
number of MECs employed. The minimization of the num-
ber of slices aims at assigning the highest possible number
of demand points to a slice. For instance, in a 1 : N protec-
tion scheme, we aim at having a slice shared by N demand
points. Besides that, for a certain number of slices required,
the target is to pack them into the minimum possible number
of MECs, avoiding the spread of these slices into a number
of MECs higher than the minimum possible one. In line with
that, it is necessary to minimize both the number of slices and
the number of MECs, although these two objective functions
are non-conflicting. Moreover, to solve the bi-objective for-
mulation, we employed the lexicographic method, minimizing
first the number of slices and then the number of MECs, as
justified above.

End-users (called demand points in the Facility Location
type of problem) request the execution of SFCs in their
exclusive primary slices. A demand point, for example, may
solicit the execution of an SFC for Broadcast/Multicast of
live streaming, which would be a chain of the vBM-SC,
vMBMS-GW, vMME, and vMCE VNFs.

The InP must also choose a protection scheme to support the
5G reliability requirements. Each demand point is associated
with a primary (normal operation) slice in a MEC as well as
other redundant slices/MECs. In the 1 : N protection scheme,
for example, N demand points share the same (secondary)
slice for protecting their primary slice in the case of a MEC
failure. In this case, if the secondary slice is already occupied
by one of the other N − 1 demand points, the execution of
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the 1 : 2 and 1 : 2 : 3 protection schemes.

the SFC of the failed MEC is aborted. No two demand points
can simultaneously execute their SFCs in the same slice.

In the 1 : N : K, however, the SFC executing in a primary
slice of a failing MEC can be allocated to another K − 1
slices. In this scheme, a demand point is protected by other
K − 2 slices in addition to the secondary one. In fact, the
1 : N : K protection scheme with K = 2 is equivalent to
the 1 : N protection scheme. These K − 1 backup slices are
ordered for each demand point so that if the k-th node is not
available, the SFC will be transferred to the k + 1-th slice.
Since no execution context is transferred to the new hosting
slice, the SFC must again be executed. There is no limit to
the number of demand points associated with any one of the
K − 2 backup slices beyond the secondary one. However, no
two slices associated with a demand point can be located at the
same MEC. All the backup nodes of a demand point should

be located so that the latency requirements are still guaran-
teed in the case of unavailability of another backup node. If
none of the K − 1 backup nodes have resources available to
host the slices of the failing MEC, the service provided to the
demand point is considered lost. The number of backup MECs
that should be implemented is a parameter to be evaluated by
the InP to guarantee both a target reliability level and cost
minimization.

Figure 1 illustrates both the 1 : 2 and the 1 : 2 : 3 protection
schemes. In Figure 1, the index number in the VNF representa-
tion gives the type of VNF. For instance, the SFC labeled with
the number 1 is composed of the execution of VNF1, VNF2,
VNF3. Demand points 1, 2, 3 and 4 are assigned exclusively
to the primary slices w110,w220,w320 and w310, respectively.
Demand points 1 and 4 share the secondary slice w211, i.e.,
they are eligible to use exclusively w211 in the case of the
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TABLE I
NOTATIONS USED IN THE FORMULATION OF MEC LOCATION PROBLEM

failure of their primary slice but they cannot execute their
SFC simultaneously in that slice. Moreover, demand points 2
and 3 also share the secondary slice w411. In the 1 : 2 : 3
scheme the w412 slice is shared by all the demand points as
a redundant slice of the secondary one.

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION

This section presents a bi-objective formulation for the
posed problem. Table I provides the notations used in the
paper. A provider can deploy MECs with Ψu CPU capacity
and Φu RAM memory space on the set U of potential loca-
tions. The resources of these MECs can be sliced with demand
points in the set V associated with specific slices. These slices
are allocated for the execution of the SFCs requested by the
demand points, as well as the provisioning of protection for
the execution of SFCs. The entire SFC is hosted in a single
slice. The set E, E ⊆ U ×V represents the links connecting
the demand points to potential locations of MECs, and the
bipartite graph G = (U ∪ V ,E ) represents the association
between demand points and potential MEC locations.

A MEC node can host a maximum number of slices, defined
by the ratio between Ψu and the smallest capacity required
by demand points, minv{τv}. The number of hosted slices
is also limited by the ratio between Φu and the minimum
RAM requirement of the demand points, minv{σv}. Thus:
Cu = min(� Ψu

minv τv
, Φu
minv σv

�).
MECs can fail as a consequence of diverse events, such as

power outages, and shutdowns. A reliability value, ru , defines
the probability of MEC u and its hosted slices being available.

The following variables will be used to define location
decisions:

• yu ∈ {0, 1} - with the value 1 designating the MEC u as
deployed.

• wuik ∈ {0, 1}- with the value 1 indicating that the MEC
u hosts slice i employed as the k-th assignment (k = 0
means primary, k = 1 secondary, and k > 1 the K − 2
additional protection provided by the 1 : N : K model
beyond the secondary protection).

• xuvik ∈ {0, 1} - with the value 1 meaning that slice i
in the MEC u is employed as the k-th assignment for a
demand point v.

The MEC location problem can be extended by exploring
the employment of the protection scheme 1 : N enhanced
with K − 2 additional redundant MECs to mitigate the
impact of failures of a MEC and its hosted slices. The pri-
mary slices are allocated to a single demand point, while
the secondary slices are shared by N < |V | demand points;
K − 2 slices are used as redundant to the secondary slice.
The K − 2 slices redundant to the secondary slice can be
shared by any number of demand points. In the event of
a failure of the primary slice or hosting MEC, the rele-
vant demand point is reassigned to a secondary slice hosted
in a different MEC. Even if the secondary MEC fails, the
demand point is still protected by additional K − 2 redundant
MECs.

The goal is to find the optimal locations for a minimal num-
ber of MECs, i.e., to find the minimum number of MECs,
which can serve all the demand points and position them
appropriately to achieve the goal. Moreover, the number of
slices must be minimized. Although the cost of provisioning
a slice is not significant when compared to the cost of acquir-
ing a MEC, backup slices should host the maximum possible
number of demand points, so that as few additional slices
as possible will be demanded, avoiding potential increase in
the number of required MECs. These objectives are expressed
by (1), (2).

Min
∑

u∈U

Cu∑

i=1

K−1∑

k=0

wuik (1)

Min
∑

u∈U
yu (2)

The constraints of the problem are the following:

∑

v∈V

xuvi0 ≤ 1 ∀u ∈ U , 1 ≤ i ≤ Cu (3)

∑

v∈V

xuvi1 ≤ N ∀u ∈ U , 1 ≤ i ≤ Cu (4)

Cu∑

i=1

K−1∑

k=0

xuvik = 1 ∀v ∈ V , u ∈ U (5)

∑

u∈U

Cu∑

i=1

xuvi0 ≤ 1 ∀v ∈ V (6)

∑

v∈V

xuvik ≤ |V | ∀u ∈ U , 1 ≤ i ≤ Cu , 2 ≤ k ≤ K − 1 (7)

∑

u∈U

Cu∑

i=1

K−1∑

k=1

xuvik = K ∀v ∈ V (8)
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K−1∑

k=0

xuvik ≤ 1 ∀u ∈ U , v ∈ V , 1 ≤ i ≤ Cu (9)

xuvik ≤ wuik ∀u ∈ U , v ∈ V ,

1 ≤ i ≤ Cu , 0 ≤ k ≤ K − 1 (10)

wuik ≤ yu ∀u ∈ U , 1 ≤ i ≤ Cu , 0 ≤ k ≤ K − 1 (11)

ψui = max
v∈V ,1≤k≤K−1

{τvxuvik} ∀u ∈ U ,

1 ≤ i ≤ Cu (12)

φui = max
v∈V ,1≤k≤K−1

{σvxuvik} ∀u ∈ U ,

1 ≤ i ≤ Cu (13)

ψui = τvxuvi0 ∀u ∈ U , v ∈ V , 1 ≤ i ≤ Cu (14)

φui = σvxuvi0 ∀u ∈ U , v ∈ V , 1 ≤ i ≤ Cu (15)
Cu∑

i=1

ψui ≤ Ψu ∀u ∈ U (16)

Cu∑

i=1

φui ≤ Φu ∀u ∈ U (17)

∑

v∈V

Cu∑

i=1

K−1∑

k=0

bvxuvik ≤ Bu ∀u ∈ U (18)

1−
∏

u∈U

[
(1− ru )

xuvi0
]

×
∏

m∈U\{u}

[
K−1∏

k=1

(1− rm )xmvik

]
≥ Rv

∀v ∈ V , u ∈ U , 1 ≤ i ≤ Cu (19)
∑

u∈U

K−1∑

k=0

Cu∑

i=1

τv
ψui

xuvik ≤ Lv ∀v ∈ V (20)

yu , xuvik ,wuik ∈ {0, 1},
0 ≤ φui ≤ Φu , 0 ≤ ψui ≤ Ψu

∀u ∈ U , v ∈ V , 0 ≤ k ≤ K − 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ Cu (21)

The objective functions defined by Equations (1)
and (2) aim at minimizing the total number of slices
and the total number of deployed (active) MECs,
respectively.

Constraint (3) indicates that a primary slice is allocated
to exactly one demand point. Constraint (4) indicates that
a secondary slice is shared by N < |V | demand points.
Constraint (5) indicates that the primary slice of a demand
point v ∈ V should not be hosted in the same MEC hosting
any other backup slice for this demand point. Constraint (6)
indicates that a given demand point v ∈ V is assigned to
exactly one primary slice. Constraint (7) indicates that the
MECs used as K − 2 redundant for a secondary slice can
be shared by all the demand points. Constraint (8) establishes
the fact that a given demand point must be protected by K − 1
redundant slices.

Constraint (9) indicates that a slice cannot be assigned
in more than one level. Constraint (10) indicates that an
unassigned slice cannot be allocated to a demand point.
Constraint (11) indicates that a slice cannot be hosted in an
inactive MEC.

Constraints (12) and (13) indicate, respectively, that the
capacity in terms of the CPU and RAM of a k-th slice is the

maximum capacity value of the N demand points that share
that slice. The right-hand sides of the expressions (12) and (13)
represent the maximum value of the capacity of all demand
points that share that slice. Constraints (14) and (15) state,
respectively, that the capacity in terms of CPU and RAM of a
primary slice should be greater than or equal to the capacity
of the demand point assigned to it. Constraints (16) and (17)
ensure, respectively, that the sum of the capacities in terms of
CPU and RAM of the slices hosted in a MEC u ∈ U cannot
exceed the capacity of the hosting MEC. Constraint (18) limits
the total traffic a MEC u can support.

The reliability constraint (19) assures that the reliability
level achieved be equal to or greater than Rv , the expected
reliability level of a demand point v ∈ V . The left-hand side
of the expression (19) is the probability of either the primary
slice or a redundant slice hosted on a different MEC being
available.

Constraint (20) indicates that the total latency should be less
than or equal to the maximum latency allowed for a demand
point. Lv represents the maximum latency of a demand v ∈ V .
The latency value is the time a demand point incurs for pro-
cessing the i-th assigned slice hosted on MEC u (luvi ), which
is the ratio between the CPU demand τv and the CPU capac-
ity allocated to the slice in use, luvi = τv

ψui
. We assume that

when a failure occurs, the execution of the SFC is reinitiated
in the MEC to which it has been transferred without any trans-
fer of context. The left-hand side of Constraint (20) considers
all MEC to have failed except for the last one (K − 1) pro-
tecting the demand point. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure
that the latency is even lower or at most equal to that which
is required in this worst-case scenario of multiple (K − 1)
failures.

Constraint (21) defines binary decision variables.
The formulation for the 1 : N protection scheme can be

achieved by making K = 2. The formulation in the present
paper differs from that in [16] in that response time as an
objective (multi-objective) is not minimized in the present
paper. Minimizing the response time to values lower than that
required would considerably increase the number of demanded
MECs, to support 5G QoS requirements. Thus, the formulation
introduced in this paper provides the 5G requirements with-
out incurring the unnecessary expenditures encountered in the
formulation in [16].

A. Linearization of Problem Formulation

In the previous formulation, Constrains (19) and (20) are
non-linear. However, they should be linearized to obtain a
completely linear formulation of the problem. Constraint (19)
can be linearized by using an exponential function, which
yields the following linear constraints.

∑

u∈U
xuvi0 ln (1− ru) +

∑

m∈U\{u}

K−1∑

k=1

xmvik ln (1− rm)

≤ ln (1− Rv ) ∀v ∈ V , 1 ≤ i ≤ Cu (22)

Since the Constraint (20) contains the ratio of a binary deci-
sion variable xuvik with a continuous decision variable ψui ,
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it is non-linear, but the expression 1
ψui

, ψui ∈ R+ can be
modeled by introducing a continuous decision variable ψ∗

ui
and adding the equation ψuiψ

∗
ui = 1. Considering this new

equation, ψ∗
ui = 1

ψui
, and the bounds ψui ∈ [ψL

ui , ψ
U
ui ] and

ψ∗
ui ∈ [ 1

ψU
ui
, 1
ψL
ui
], Constraint (20) can be rewritten as:

∑

u∈U

K−1∑

k=0

Cu∑

i=1

τvψ
∗
uixuvik ≤ Lv ∀v ∈ V

ψui ∈ [ψL
ui , ψ

U
ui ] ψ∗

ui ∈
[

1

ψU
ui

,
1

ψL
ui

]
(23)

The expression (23) is still non-linear, however, since it
includes the product ψ∗

uixuvik of a binary decision variable
xuvik ∈ {0, 1} with a continuous decision variable ψ∗

ui ∈
[ 1
ψU
ui
, 1
ψL
ui
]. To linearize the expression (23), we introduce an

auxiliary continuous decision variable Zuvik ∈ R
+, such that

Zuvik = ψ∗
uixuvik , yielding the following new expression:

∑

u∈U

K−1∑

k=0

Cu∑

i=1

τv zuvik ≤ Lv ∀v ∈ V

zuvik ≤ 1

ψL
ui

xuvik

zuvik ≥ 1

ψU
ui

xuvik

zuvik ≤ ψ∗
ui +

1

ψU
ui

(1− xuvik )

zuvik ≥ ψ∗
ui −

1

ψL
ui

(1− xuvik )

ψui ∈
[
ψL
ui , ψ

U
ui

]

ψ∗
ui ∈

[
1

ψU
ui

,
1

ψL
ui

]
(24)

By replacing Constraints (19) and (20) with Constraints (22)
and (24), the previous non-linear formulation has been trans-
formed into a linear one, which can now be solved with an
optimization solver.

B. Bi-Objective Metaheuristic

The MEC location problem with a protection scheme is a
constrained bi-objective optimization NP-hard problem. The
problem of locating a reliable MEC can be formulated as a
generalization of the classical facility location problem [17],
known as the capacitated reliable facility location problem
with failure probability (CRFLP) [18]. This problem there-
fore is NP-hard, since it is a generalization of the NP-hard
capacitated facility location with failure probability problem.
The metaheuristic non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm
(NSGA)-II [43] was then employed to solve the proposed for-
mulation. The advantage of using (NSGA)-II for this problem
has been described in previous work [44].

This algorithm uses ranking and crowding criteria to try to
find a set of solutions that are not dominated (Pareto front)
by any other solution. A dominant solution is one that is con-
sidered better than all others. Solution i dominates solution j,

if solution i is better than or equal to solution j on the basis
of the adopted number of activated MECs, reliability, and the
number of hosted slices. Three different ranking techniques
have been used to find a non-dominated solution. The first
ranking uses the objective function values, the second consid-
ers all constraint violations, and the third combines the two
criteria. After ranking, the solutions at the top of the ranking
are chosen.

The NSGA-II algorithm tailored to solve the MEC Location
Problem starts from an initial network design containing a
set of deployed (activated) MECs and hosted slices which
are assigned to demand points. A tournament selection is
then realized by selecting parent networks and creating child
networks using crossover and mutation. The crossover oper-
ation involves the random selection of two individuals from
the population and production of offspring inheriting as much
useful information as possible from the two individuals. The
mutation operation is then applied to each gene using a muta-
tion probability value. The mutated genes generate a new value
to produce a new population, emulating the creation of slices
for each active MEC, thus resulting in an enhanced solution
for the MEC location problem. If the individual created is
not valid, i.e., the algorithm cannot derive a sufficient number
of slices for hosting on an active MEC to fulfill the reli-
ability requirements, the chromosomes are discarded and a
new individual using the crossover and mutation operations is
created.

These next-generation networks are selected after apply-
ing non-dominated and crowding distance sorting methods.
In non-dominated sorting, networks are sorted based on their
ability to support latency and reliability requirements as well
as the number of activated MECs and the hosted slices. A pop-
ulation of networks with the best configuration is then selected
on the basis of the achievement of objectives and respect for
the constraints (fitness value). The computational complexity
of the employed algorithm is O(MpS2) which is driven by
the classification process of the non-dominated solutions set
(Pareto front), where M is the number of objectives and pS is
the population size.

V. EVALUATION OF THE 1 : N : K PROTECTION SCHEME

This section presents the results obtained for differ-
ent scenarios for the comparison of the schemes 1 : N
and 1 : N : K in the evaluation of the solution
proposed for the MEC Location Problem. The source
code for the proposed optimization problem is available at
https://github.com/hdchantre/jMetalPy [45].

A. Scenario

Following the work in [46], the infrastructure scenario for
the MEC location problem is composed of MEC nodes, dis-
tributed in a grid topology over an area of 1000 x 1000 meters.
The designed network infrastructure is composed of 20 MEC
nodes with 8 virtual CPUs MIPS (4800), and 8GB of RAM.
The data rate supported by the MECs is 400 Mbps [47]. The
population size for the algorithm was set to 100, the number
of generations to 25, and the confidence level to 95%.
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Fig. 2. Number of MEC demanded for different scenarios.

Demand points request the execution of SFCs (carried out
in a slice of a MEC node). A single SFC is associated with
each demand point, and only one SFC can be hosted in a slice
at a certain time. The number of VNFs of an SFC was ran-
domly determined from a Uniform distribution in the interval
[1, 10]. Each VNF requires processing, storage, and band-
width demands, which are uniformly distributed in the range
[0, 4] vCPUs, [0, 6] RAM, and [100, 300] Mbps, respec-
tively. The demand values of an SFC are the maximum value
of the demands of its VNFs. An SFC also has reliability
and latency requirements. Latency requirements are classi-
fied as latency-sensitive (Lv = {1; 5}ms) or latency tolerant
(Lv = {10; 20}ms). Four classes of reliability requirements
were identified to represent different reliability-aware service
demands: high-level (99.999%), middle-level (99.99%) and
(99.9%), and low-level (99.0%). The level of redundancy for
the hosted slices was also varied: low-level (K = 2, K = 3),
middle level (K = 4, K = 5), and high-level (K = 6, K = 7).
Results of the 1 : N scheme are represented with the level of
reliability set to K = 2. Moreover, |U | = 20, |V | = 1000,
and N = 20.

B. Evaluation of Metaheuristic

This section assesses the precision of the proposed meta-
heuristic by comparing the results with those given by the bi-
objective constrained linearized integer formulation introduced
in Section IV-A.

All results in the paper were derived using a computer
equipped with JMetal version 5.3 [48], Debian GNU/Linux
Squeeze, two Intel Xeon (2.13GHz) with 4 cores each, and
78GB RAM.

The bi-objective constrained formulation is an NP-hard
problem, so all the feasible instances of this formulation
were solved using the Gurobi Optimizer solver. To solve
the bi-objective formulation, we first minimized the number
of slices (Equation (1)) and then minimize the number of
MECs (Equation (2)). The parameters |U |, |V |,K ,N were

varied to produce feasible instances. The maximum values of
|U |, |V |,K ,N were 5, 9, 6 and 5, respectively. The results
were derived as a function of the reliability requirement,
probability of failure, and latency requirements.

Figures 2a and 2b show the number of MECs demanded
for different scenarios. The number of MECs suggested by
the metaheuristic was the same as that suggested by the bi-
objective constrained linearized integer formulation for all
scenarios evaluated.

However, the metaheuristic overestimates the number of
demanded slices when compared to the number predicted by
the bi-objective constrained linearized integer formulation. The
greater the level of redundancy (K), the greater is the over-
estimation. It was up to 25% greater for all the scenarios
evaluated. Figures 3a and 3b show the number of demanded
slices for the different scenarios.

The metaheuristic was used to evaluate larger scenarios for
which it was impossible to derive a solution by employing
bi-objective constrained linearized integer formulation due to
the extremely high computational demands required to obtain
a solution with existing resources and in a timely manner.

C. Evaluation of the Need of Bi-Objective Formulation

In order to evaluate the necessity of having a bi-objective
formulation rather than a mono-objective one, we compared
the results given by the proposed bi-objective formulation
with those given by two mono-objective ones, each with one
of the proposed objective functions. We compared the lin-
ear programming formulations for small scenarios and the
metaheuristic formulations for larger scenarios. Figures 4a
and 4b show the number of slices and MECs demanded by
the bi-objective and mono-objective metaheuristic formula-
tion as a function of the latency constraint. These figures
show that when the problem is modeled with a single
objective, the number of slices and MECs demanded will
be greater than those indicated by the bi-objective formu-
lation. Figures 5a and 5b show the results derived using
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Fig. 3. Number of Slices demanded for different scenarios.

Fig. 4. Number of Slices and MEC demanded.

Fig. 5. Number of Slices demanded.

the linear programming formulation for a small scenario.
This small scenario demanded a MEC in every potential
location, and the mono-objective formulation demanded a
greater number of slices. We also varied the size of the
scenario to identify the size, which calls for a bi-objective

formulation. We found that, when |U | ≤ 17, the number
of MECs demanded is the same as a result of the need
to have a MEC in every location, but the mono-objective
formulation always demands a higher number of slices
(Figures 6a and 6b)
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Fig. 6. Number of Slices and MEC demanded.

Fig. 7. Number of slices and MECs required as a function of demand points.

D. Numerical Evaluation

This section shows the design of protected networks with
different protection schemes as a function of the number of
demand points, reliability requirements, latency requirements,
and level of sharing of the secondary backup (N). The figures
present the demanded number of slices and MECs.

Figures 7a and 7b show the number of slices and MECs
needed as a function of the number of demand points, respec-
tively. Figure 7a shows that the 1 : 1 protection scheme
demands more slices than do the others protection schemes
(1 : N and 1 : N : K) because of the exclusive allocation of
the secondary backup. The 1 : N scheme demands the fewest
slices. As the level of redundancy K increases, so does the
number of required slices. This small increase is the result
of the fact that there is no limit to the number of demand
points sharing a slice for K ≥ 3. The compliance with latency
requirements is responsible for most of the increase in the
number of slices as a function of the level of protection. The
number of slices increases almost linearly as a function of the
number of demand points |V |.

Figure 7b depicts that the required number of MECs does
not necessarily follow the same trend of the number of slices
required. The high demand for slices in the 1 : 1 protection
scheme does not imply a much higher demand for MECs

than do the other protection schemes. The number of MECs
demanded by the 1 : 1 scheme is similar to that of K = 5
and always higher than that of K = 3. The number of MECs
required by protection schemes other than 1 : 1 is impacted
by the requirement that no two protective slices for a demand
point can reside in the same MEC, and it increases as a
function of the protection level (K). Moreover, the latency
requirement also impacts the number of required MECs since
additional MECs may be necessary to cope with more strin-
gent latency requirements. In most cases, 1 : N and 1 : N : 3
demand the same number of MECs, and the same is also true
for K = 4 and K = 5. Increasing the protection level does not
necessarily increase the number of demanded MECs, since for
K ≥ 3 there is no restriction on the number of demand points
that can share a slice.

Figures 8a and 8b show the number of required slices and
MECs as a function of reliability requirements, respectively.
Results are shown considering a strict service latency require-
ment of Lv = 1ms , a probability of failure of ru = 0.001%,
and |V | = 1000. Hereinafter, |V | = 1000 for all the fig-
ures. Fig. 8a confirms the pattern seen in Fig. 7a. The 1 : 1
protection scheme demands more slices than do the other pro-
tection schemes. The greater the level of protection, the higher
is the number of demanded slices. By increasing the protection
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Fig. 8. Number of slices and MECs demanded as a function of reliability requirements.

Fig. 9. Number of Slices and MECs demanded as a function of latency constraints.

levels from K = 3 to K = 4, K = 5, K = 6, and K = 7, the
number of slices increases by 2.5%, 5%, 10%, 12.5%, respec-
tively. These results demonstrate that the number of demanded
slices increases almost linearly with reliability requirements.
The increase in the number of slices as a function of the level
of protection (K) is not as great, since there is no limit to the
number of demand points per slice. The results show that for
the 1 : N : 3 protection scheme, the addition of a ‘9’ to the
reliability requirement (from 99.0% to 99.9%, from 99.9% to
99.99%, and from 99.99% to 99.999%) implies an increase of
74, 21, 21 slices, respectively.

Fig. 8b shows the impact of the reliability requirement
on the number of demanded MECs. The number of MECs
increases almost linearly with an increase in the reliability
requirement. For the 1 : N and 1 : N : 3 protection schemes,
the number of demanded MECs is 11, 13, 16, and 17 for the
reliability levels 99.0% 99.9%, 99.99%, 99.999%, respectively.
The number of demanded MEC does not necessarily increase
with the protection level; the protection schemes 1 : N and
1 : N : 3 demanded the same number of MECs as did those
for K = 4 and K = 5. This evinces that it is possible to offer
an additional level of protection without increasing costs. This
is dependent on the SFCs resource demands and the MEC
resource capacity. Such a possibility also depends on the reli-
ability constraints. The protection levels K = 6 and K = 7

differ when the constraint is 99.999, although they were the
same for the constraints of 99.9 and 99.99.

Figures 9a and 9b consider the impact of latency require-
ments on the design of edge networks, with both latency-
sensitive (Lv = 1; 5ms) and latency tolerant (Lv = 10; 20ms)
requirements being considered. A five-nines reliability require-
ment, Rv = 99.999%, with a probability of failure of
ru = 0.001% were considered here. Fig. 9a and 9b show,
respectively, that the demand for slices and MECs decreases
when less stringent requirements are considered, i.e., the
latency values increase. The number of slices decreases by
8% when the latency requirements increase from Lv = 1ms to
Lv = 20ms , while the number of demanded MECs decreases
with less stringent latency requirements. The more strict the
latency requirement, the greater is the demand for MECs. This
increase in the number of MECs is a function of K, since the
protective slices of a demand point must be hosted in different
MECs.

Fig. 10a and 10b evaluate the impact of the number of
demand points |N | sharing a secondary backup slice on the
number of demanded slices and MECs for the 1 : 1, 1 : N and
1 : N : K protection schemes. A strict service latency require-
ment of Lv = 1ms and a probability of failure of ru = 0.001%
were employed. The results in Fig. 10a and Fig. 10b confirm
that as the number of shared demand points |N | increases,
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Fig. 10. Number of Slices and MECs demanded as a function of shared demand points |N |.

Fig. 11. CPU Time as function of demand points |V |.

the number of demanded slices and MECs to be deployed
decreases. The number of deployed MEC was the same for
both K = 3 and 1 : N protection schemes, regardless of the
value of N.

Figure 11 shows the impact of the number of demand
points and the protection level on the CPU time required
to execute the proposed heuristics. The increase in com-
puting time is linear in relation to the number of demand
points. The CPU time also increases as the protection
level K increases, as well as that of the number of
constraints.

Providing for an extra level of redundancy should be care-
fully considered by the InP, as this can lead to additional
benefits with little or no additional MEC required. When the
requirements for reliability are high, an increase in the level
of protection can be crucial for the provisioning of protected
services. Overall, the number of MECs demanded by the level
of redundancy K = 3 and 1 : N is the same, and in most cases,
this is also true when K = 4 and K = 5.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has investigated the MEC Location Problem
with a 1 : N : K protection scheme, which offers additional
redundancy in the case of MEC failure beyond the secondary
backup MEC shared by N demand points. The provisioning

of stringent requirements is a challenge for the InP, but they
can be achieved by adequate positioning of the MECs in the
InP infrastructure. Latency requirements must be supported,
even in the case of a MEC failure and the transfer of the SFC
to a redundant slice. Since redundancy beyond the secondary
backup node is achieved by MECs shared by any number of
demand points, the cost of providing an additional level of pro-
tection is not necessarily much higher than that for secondary
slice shared by only N demand points. This has been clearly
shown for various scenarios where no significant increase in
number of demanded MECs was observed with an increase in
protection. We have, thus, postulated that the 1 : N : K scheme
provides various advantages for reliable service provisioning
in 5G.

This paper has investigated the design problem for differ-
ent requirements of reliability and latency, and has shown
that relaxing the stringent five-nines reliability requirement
can lead to a significant reduction in cost. This is also true
for a low-latency requirement, established as 1 ms for initial
efforts of 5G standardization. The formulation introduced in
this paper can help InPs plan their infrastructure according to
their use case demands. Differentiated reliability is one way
of dealing with diverse reliability requirements, and the inves-
tigation of this approach for the provisioning of 5G services
is recommended.

The placement of the VNFs of an SFC is usually guided by
the choice of the performance metrics to optimize [49]. Here,
we have made the assumption that an SFC is fully hosted by
a single MEC so that network delays for the completion of an
SCF are nullified and service latency minimized so that strict
latency requirements of 5G use cases can be supported. As
future work, we plan to consider the case of VNFs of a ser-
vice chain placed on different MECs. For that, the topology of
the network connecting the MECs should be considered in the
problem formulation, as well as the capacity of the network
links. Moreover, VNFs should be indexed in the decision vari-
ables of the problem formulation. Such a study should be able
to assess the extent to which the overhead of network delay in
the execution of an SFC impacts the provisioning of reliability
for 5G services.
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